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Abstract 

Mimic vlogs – that is, a form of fictional web series that tell stories utilising a vlog format – draw on 
audience expectations to elicit a particular response. Mimic vlogs use the conventions of an authentic 
format to tell a story in a way that resembles a genre audiences know and trust, much like mockumentaries 
and other forms of parodies. It is integral to understand how viewers approach and understand these 
videos, particularly on a platform such as YouTube which hosts both amateur, professional, user-
generated, and professionally-produced content. Mimic vlogs constitute a small part of a much larger 
phenomenon of replica content online, such as deep fakes, cheap fakes, fake news, misinformation and 
disinformation. This exploratory paper draws on primary data from YouTube viewers to investigate what 
methods audience members use to identify video content. Participants watched and responded to a series 
of eight videos made up of both user-generated vlogs and fictional mimic vlogs to determine the elements 
viewers considered while categorising the videos. The approaches participants employed were frequently 
unreliable, with participants coming to different conclusions based on the same piece of information. 
Contributing factors to this effect included the viewers’ perceptions around authenticity, plausibility, and 
markers of quality in each video.  The results of this research illustrate the ways in which audiences read 
texts in different ways. This is in line with Stuart Hall’s encoding and decoding theory (1980) and broader 
audience reception studies which suggest that audiences play a vital role in interpreting texts and their 
meaning. Consequently, this research shows how audiences are vulnerable to even low-stakes replica 
content online, in part, because of their decoding of textual elements. 
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Introduction 

Mimic vlogs – that is, a form of fictional web series that tell stories utilising a vlog format – draw on 
audience expectations to elicit a particular response. By exploiting the expectations of authenticity and 
intimacy that user-generated vlogs inspire, mimic encourage greater audience engagement and 
connection. Notable mimic vlogs such as Lonelygirl15 have been able to make viewers appear genuinely 
concerned for characters which they treated as real people (Bakioğlu, 2018; Burgess and Green, 2018). 
Simultaneously, there has been a waning of trust and confidence in online media among audiences due 
to the ease with which media texts can be manipulated and imitated. These concerns pose the complex 
question of the role and ramifications of replica content – content that looks like other content – in the 
broader media landscape. Considered alongside deep fakes, cheap fakes, misinformation, disinformation, 
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and fake news, mimic vlogs might seem like a fairly innocuous form of media. However, mimic vlogs 
draw on our desire for connection and authenticity, and at face value can look identical to a format 
audiences know and trust. This appeal speaks to the level of belief that some audiences have in specific 
types of media, and can consequently lead to audiences feeling that they have been deceived. Just as 
Orson Welles’s War of the Worlds radio play (1938) mimicked the highly trustworthy format of news break-
ins to create a compelling narrative, mimic vlogs employ a similar strategy to draw in audiences by using 
novel storytelling techniques. Mimic vlogs capitalise on the power placed in “authentic” content online 
and invite us to question how communication online can be manipulated. 

This paper draws from primary data developed from in-depth research with viewers that is 
supported by existing research in the field, to explore how viewers perceive online mimic vlogs. In 
particular, it focuses on the YouTube platform and the methods audience members use to identify 
different types of content. Participants watched and responded to a series of eight YouTube videos made 
up of user-generated vlogs and fictional mimic vlogs. They filled out a survey after each video capturing 
their initial reactions to the videos before being informed that some videos were fictional. They were 
then asked to categorise them as either a vlog or a mimic vlog.  

This paper argues that prior knowledge of genre codes inform how participants reacted to these 
videos as well as their ability to identify different types of content. Intriguingly, the pieces of information 
that participants use to categorise the videos are shown as unreliable, with the same piece of information 
often being used to come to different conclusions depending on the viewer. For instance, markers of 
quality are particularly likely to make viewers come to differing conclusions, with signs of scripting and 
amateur production qualities confusing participants. These discrepancies between participants supports 
existing theory in audience reception studies that suggests audiences make their own meaning from texts, 
such as Stuart Hall’s (1980) encoding and decoding theory, wherein audiences “decode” the meaning 
“encoded” by the producers of a text. Hall suggests that audiences play a vital role by performing 
interpretive work when viewing texts. Additionally, semiotic theory explains how audiences can use the 
same textual elements to signify different meanings because of the individuals’ differing understandings 
of the connotations of individual signs (Hall, 2013).  

The viewers’ perceptions of the videos are as equally prevalent in the decision-making process. 
Perceptions of authenticity, plausibility, and intuition are all factors identified by a number of participants 
during the categorisation task. While the study is based on videos broadcast on YouTube, its findings are 
transferable to more recent or emerging platforms such as TikTok, where similar types of video content 
can be found.  

These three factors – familiarity, code-identification, and viewer perception – illustrate how the 
experiences of individual viewers shape their understanding of the videos in question. The role of the 
viewer is thus vital. While professional and amateur production companies can wield a similar power by 
replicating existing “trustworthy” media formats, the power does not lie with them alone. Mimic vlogs 
show how audiences interact with replica content more broadly. This paper consequently interrogates 
how participants interpret the many pieces of data presented to them in online content. 

Positioning Mimicry 

Web series that use a vlog format gained popularity following the success of stories such as Lonelygirl15 
(2006-2008) and The Lizzie Bennet Diaries (2012-2013). The majority of these web series are part of a wider 
transmedia story; a story that is told “across multiple media platforms, with each medium making 
distinctive contributions to our understanding of the world” (Jenkins, 2008, p. 334). The videos hosted 
on YouTube form the core text that these transmedia stories are built upon. However, when looking 
specifically at these videos in their own right, the video format does not have a name. I introduce the 
term mimic vlog to refer specifically to the style of fictional video content that seeks to replicate the genre 
conventions of user-generated vlogs. I point to specific factors that define the vlog format – such as the 
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direct mode of address utilised by vloggers, the focus of the video, and the domestic location that vlogs 
tend to be shot in – as being the cornerstone of the mimic vlog format. Each of these factors has been 
previously identified as characteristics of vlogs in existing scholarly research. 

Burgess and Green (2018) state that in their most basic form, vlogs are typically structured around 
a “monologue delivered directly to camera” (p.37). Additionally, they write that, while topics range from 
pop culture to the everyday life of the YouTuber, “good storytelling and a direct, personal address have 
always been essential to the genre” (Burgess and Green, 2018, p. 37). This address to camera is typically 
captured in a static position in conversational vlogs (Stefanone and Derek, 2009 in Munnukka et al., 
2019). Where handheld camera shots are used, they tend to be shot in selfie-mode to capture the speaker 
rather than what the speaker is looking at. 

Aran et al. (2014, p. 201) highlight the monologue-like format of a vlog, and Frobenius (2011) 
suggests that one way to distinguish between vlogs and other videos on platforms like YouTube is to 
identify where the focus of the video is. For example, Frobenius (2011) states that “vloggers 
predominantly tell stories or discuss topical events. The focus in a sketch or how-to video is on the 
action” (p. 816).  

The use of private, domestic locations is also a hallmark of the vlog format, with Berryman and 
Kavka (2017) and Hillrichs (2016) highlighting the use of bedrooms as filming locations. The inclusion 
of domestic spaces in vlogs allows for the audience to step into an intimate space in the creator’s life, 
which Berryman and Kavka (2017) argue facilitates a closer relationship between the vlogger and the 
audience due to the personal nature of the space (pp. 311-312). These type of conversational vlogs offer 
a compelling format for creating engaging web series as they benefit from the ways vloggers and audience 
members establish connections and relationships. This connection is accomplished by using these factors 
– such as location and vlogging style – to elicit a sense of closeness. If the authenticity of vlogging lies in 
its “excessive direct address, in its transparent amateurishness and in the sheer volume and immediacy of 
‘conversational’ responses” (Tolson, 2010, p. 286), then mimic vlogs appropriate this authenticity by 
using these same factors to achieve the same result. 

In addition to these formal characteristics, mimic vlogs are similar to a number of existing media 
formats such as parody and mockumentary. Linda Hutcheon (1985) argues that parody does not require 
comedy or satire, but instead exists within the realms of intertextuality, wherein elements of texts can be 
referenced and can create new meanings for audience members with ironic inversion and critical distance. 
As such, we can understand mimic vlogs to be a type of parody of the existing user-generated format of 
a vlog. In writing about mockumentaries, Richard Wallace (2018) notes that “mockumentary [includes] 
texts where the immediate subject matter is fictional, but where the visual style is one that resembles a 
pre-existing mode of non-fiction media, or, significantly, where this style resembles other 
mockumentaries” (p. 8). By this definition, mimic vlogs are a form of mockumentary, as they are fictional 
in subject matter but resemble non-fiction media. 

This interplay between real and constructed texts is essential to recognize, because much of the 
understanding of the ways in which audiences and producers approach parody content and 
mockumentaries can be applied to how audiences and producers understand mimic vlogs. The elements 
that make mockumentary seem real are drawing directly from their more “factual” counterpart; the 
documentary. These elements might include hand-held camera shots, diegetic camera crews, or talking 
heads. Mimic vlogs accomplish the same result by drawing on the elements of user-generated vlogs, as 
I’ve outlined above. Wallace (2018) notes that these aesthetic styles are seen as more authentic, and are 
easily replicable in fictional texts: 

… the aesthetics of factuality are imitable, malleable and unstable … John Parris Springer and 
Gary D. Rhodes call these components ‘“false” signifiers of reality’ (2006: 8) because they do not 
guarantee truthfulness. They ‘signify’ reality because they have become associated with 
documentary and factual forms where they are most frequently found. However, they are ‘false’ 
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signifiers because they can be easily imitated, fabricated or falsified. (p. 4)  

These “false signifiers” play a major role in how producers create content that replicates “real” texts, and 
audiences then read that text as authentic because of their ability to decode genre conventions.  

Chandler and Munday (2011) and Wallace (2018) identify Welles’ adaptation of The War of the Worlds 
as an early example of mockumentary. John F. Barber also writes about The War of the Worlds, posing 
the question of whether the play is a radio hoax or an experiment in radio storytelling. Barber (2020) 
argues that The War of the Worlds and other radio plays like it were not intentionally creating panic, but 
were employing innovative story techniques that caused a reaction incidentally (pp. 97-98). The reaction 
was the result of audience members misconstruing the content that they were consuming. The radio 
dramas drew on elements of real radio content as a means of eliciting a response from the audience and 
“seemed real because the reporting narrative styles and break-in news reports they employed sounded 
real, official, and, more importantly, believable” (Barber, 2020, p. 114). A key phrase that recurs in 
Barber’s chapter is the concept of “authentic sounding” content. The integrations of “false signifiers” 
into The War of the Worlds played on audience expectations and produced authentic sounding 
content. Here, the parallel between mimic vlogs and radio plays becomes evident. Both storytelling 
modes draw on expectations the audience has about the type of content they are consuming. Using these 
elements as a means of storytelling is an effective method of drawing the audience in as their perception 
of these elements is coloured by a presumption of authenticity.   

Given vlogs are a form of user-generated content, unlike Welles’ broadcast, it is important to 
highlight the influence that the user-generated content has had on YouTube more broadly. Burgess and 
Green (2018) state that “from launch, YouTube presented itself as a neutral web service for sharing and 
viewing content, rather than as a content producer itself” (p. 18). Over time there has been a shift away 
from YouTube’s role of exclusively hosting content, with the introduction of YouTube Originals in 2016 
indicating a move towards content creation and collaboration with existing content creators to make 
high-scale production projects (Daniels, 2016). The integration of YouTube originals posed new 
challenges in categorising YouTube as merely a host of content, and equally in identifying some content 
creators as making user-generated content. Collaborations further blurred the line between user-
generated content and professionally-generated content, and indeed between amateur and professional 
vloggers.  

Patricia G. Lange (2019) interrogates the relationship between YouTube, its users, and the strategies 
of monetization employed, stating that “monetization changes that reduce control and complicate 
interaction were perceived as threatening to socially oriented – and even some professional – 
participants” (p. 231). Highlighting the amateur to professional shift, Burgess and Green (2018) state that 
YouTube Premium has “increasingly incorporated its formerly amateur star YouTubers [...] as drawcard 
content channels” (p. 147, emphasis added). This “home-grown” approach to star recruitment has meant 
that YouTube reaps the rewards of creating its own content while also drawing audiences from those 
user-generated content creators to its original content. However, by creating original content, YouTube 
moves away from its role as an unobtrusive host towards being a major player in the content of the 
platform itself. It is no longer the “neutral platform” it once was. Additionally, financing some 
YouTubers over others creates discrepancies in the transition from user-generated content to 
professionally developed content.  

This shift in the role of YouTube as well as the distinction between professional and amateur 
content is important to note, as it affects how viewers understand content on the platform. Additionally, 
the dichotomy between amateur and professional content is also increasingly blurry when it comes to 
visual character.  Two major factors contributing to this are the technical affordances of the platform 
(i.e., hosting higher definition videos) and the increase in production quality of amateur content (access 
to high quality, consumer-grade cameras and editing software as well as skill improvement over time). 
These factors have resulted in improvements to the quality of amateur content, which has become 
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progressively more professional-looking. This change is complicated further by the fact that user-
generated content and professionally-generated content on YouTube present similarly in terms of the 
platform itself – the platform looks the same regardless of the account posting the content. As such, only 
the content can identify the type of person or group creating it. This content can be the video itself or 
the associated paratexts, including the channel name, display picture, or video description, for example.  

The visual homogeneity of YouTube as a platform means that – as host of various types of content 
– distinguishing different types of content on YouTube relies on the audience’s ability to decode 
individual factors that explain the text they are looking at. This reliance makes the platform rife for mimic 
content, as the opportunities for “false signifiers” of authenticity are numerous, and the content varies 
from channel to channel, and video to video. If producers of mimic vlogs know what to replicate and 
how, it is easy for the videos to blend with the other content on the platform.  

What factors in particular do viewers use to help them identify the types of content they are looking 
at in vlogs, and what kind of signifiers are decoded to categorise them? This paper draws from a larger 
set of data looking at audience responses to mimic vlogs more broadly, but focuses specifically on the 
particular methods that audience members use to identify videos as fictional or not. The aim is to 
understand what audience members look for both within and outside the text that help inform their 
understanding of the text.  

Method 

This research takes an audience-centric approach, focusing on how individual audience members respond 
to videos and the types of things they look for that inform how they read a text. The study is comprised 
of multiple parts to gain better insight into how participants initially respond to the videos, and then how 
they respond to the videos once they know they are looking at a possible combination of user-generated 
and fictional vlogs. Eight participants took part in the study, each a self-identified frequent YouTube 
viewer. These participants were aged between 18 and 34, and were each fluent in English. Given the 
small sample size, this research does not constitute a representational study, but is explorative in its aims 
in an attempt to identify the different responses and methods of the individuals involved.  

Firstly, participants watched a corpus of eight videos, comprised of four mimic vlogs and four user-
generated vlogs. These videos were purposively sampled. Given that mimic vlogs tend to be adaptations 
of existing literary works, the mimic vlogs selected had limited overt references to the original text that 
the web series were adapting. Equally, the user-generated vlogs were comprised of a selection of videos 
that match the types of videos chosen for the mimic vlog corpus. The videos were of a similar length, 
dealt with relatively similar subject matters, and were released at a similar point in time. Bauer and Aarts 
(2000) suggest considering three key factors when establishing a corpus. Firstly, that materials should be 
relevant and have a singular focus. Secondly, that they should be as “homogenous as possible”, and 
thirdly, that they should be synchronous and from one natural cycle (Bauer and Aarts, 2000, pp. 31-32).  
The videos were selected with these factors in mind. Participants watched a single video at a time before 
filling out a survey that asked them specifically about the speaker within the video, and their responses 
to that speaker. This process was repeated for each of the eight videos. Following this, I revealed to 
participants that the eight videos were comprised of two different types of content – mimic vlogs and 
user-generated vlogs. Participants then categorised each of the videos and provided an explanation of 
why each video was categorised accordingly. Additionally, participants provided information on the 
methods they used to identify videos, and reflected on the task in its entirety. 

Following the survey, the collected data was collated using a quantitative and qualitative approach. 
The quantitative data was coded based on how participants rated certain videos, as well as whether the 
participant correctly identified the video in the categorisation task. The qualitative data was analysed by 
coding for key words, ideas, and methods. 
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Some obvious limitations to this research include part of the choices made in the method. Firstly, 
participants were not able to control the mouse or what was on the screen. This was to limit their 
interaction outside the video itself (including sidebars and other links) and with the comments section, 
as these would have given away what was happening earlier in the study thus influencing viewer responses 
to the videos in the latter half of the corpus. This exclusion limits the types of information they could 
have interacted with. For example, below the line comments may very well have been a thing outside the 
text that the audience members used to identify a video. Additionally, it is acknowledged that watching 
these videos in a laboratory environment would also inevitably have some effect on the outcomes. 
Participants were not able to multitask or skip and stop videos early. This limitation means that they were 
likely not interacting with the videos as they normally would. 

Findings 

On average, participants were able to correctly identify 5 out of the 8 videos, with the highest score being 
all 8 videos and the lowest being 3. Participants rated each video on a scale of 1 to 7 both on how 
authentic they thought the speaker was (with 1 being very authentic and 7 being very inauthentic) and 
how likely they were to watch more of each vlogger’s videos (with 1 being very likely and 7 being very 
unlikely). The authenticity rating for the user-generated vlogs was 2.8 out of 7, and participants rated the 
likelihood of watching more of the vloggers’ videos as 4.5 out of 7. In contrast, the mimic vlogs were 
given an authenticity rating of 4.1 out of 7, and a “watch more” rating of 5.4. From these results, two 
major findings arose. The first finding was that participants were on average rating the user-generated 
vlogs as more authentic than the mimic vlogs. Secondly, the fictional stories were less likely to garner 
enough interest from participants to make them want to watch more. Importantly, these ratings were 
given before the participants knew that there was user-generated and fictional vlogs in the corpus. 

The following table shows how each participant scored the videos in terms of authenticity. It is 
colour-coded based on whether the participant correctly (green) or incorrectly (red) categorised the video. 
The three columns on the right give the average authenticity rating for each video; first across all 
participants, and then the average rating of the correct participants, followed by the incorrect participants. 
These columns have been colour-coded based on whether the videos were vlogs (blue) or mimic vlogs 
(yellow). 
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Video 1 
(Vlog) 

3 3 2 1 6 2 2 2 2.6 2 3.3 

Video 2 
(Mimic) 

7 7 3 4 7 6 2 5 5.1 5.8 4.5 

Video 3 
(Mimic) 

2 5 3 3 3 3 4 1 3 4 2.4 
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Video 4  
(Mimic) 

6 7 2 6 5 4 4 2 4.5 4.4 5 

Video 5 
(Mimic) 

4 4 4 5 2 4 6 1 3.8 4.2 3 

Video 6 
(Vlog) 

2 2 3 1 3 3 5 1 2.5 2.2 3 

Video 7 
(Vlog) 

3 3 5 1 4 2 2 1 2.6 2.4 4 

Video 8 
(Vlog) 

6 4 1 3 2 3 5 3 3.4 3 3.8 

 

 

Correctly Identified        Incorrectly Identified                Mimic Vlog             User-Generated Vlog 

Table 1. Responses to the question “How authentic do you feel the person in this video was being? 
Rate on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being Extremely Authentic and 7 being Extremely Inauthentic.” 

On average, the mimic vlogs were likely to be correctly identified 59 percent of the time and the user-
generated vlogs were correctly identified 63 percent of the time. As a result, we can see that while the 
participants were more likely to rate the user-generated vlogs as more authentic than their mimic vlog 
counterparts, this has not resulted in a significant difference in the identification task. This result is of 
particular interest as it shows that participants are picking up on something while watching the videos, but 
that this is not necessarily translating to an ability to correctly identify the videos. 

With regards to which of the factors from the videos the participants focused on, the survey 
responses highlight some key results. Firstly, that different individuals come to different conclusions 
concerning the level of scripting evident in individual videos. Some videos have a consensus among 
participants regarding the scripting of a video. For example, multiple participants noted the scripting in 
Video 2 (a mimic vlog) in their survey responses. All of these responses included some variation of “very” 
scripted. Conversely, however, Video 3 (mimic vlog) had five mentions of scripting. Some respondents 
thought Video 3 did not seem scripted, while others said that it did. The final video, Video 8, had the 
three participants who mentioned scripting give it three different ratings. One participant suggested the 
vlogger “was confident to talk without a script”, another suggested that it was “A little scripted, but still 
very comfortable to watch”, while another participant thought the video “seemed fully scripted, but her 
personality came across as genuine”. Scripting is additionally mentioned as part of the reflective task 
where participants were asked what methods they used to categorise the videos, as well as what they 
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looked for inside and outside the video to make their conclusions. Four different participants mentioned 
scripting on five separate occasions. Participants also mentioned the recognition of “storytelling” or 
“stories” five times. Words associated with ideas of authenticity or lack thereof such as “genuine”, 
“natural”, “real”, and of course “authentic”, feature heavily in the survey results. There appears to be a 
divide between the participants who used “authentic” and its synonyms to qualify their survey answers, 
and those who did not. P3 and P8 did not mention these words at all in the initial survey, P5 and P7 
mentioned them only once each, and P5 only did so to outline that they would need to see more of the 
vlogger’s videos to be certain of how authentic the speaker was. This latter result is of particular interest 
as P5 and P8 identified the fewest number of videos correctly.  

The video that was most often misidentified was Video 3, a mimic vlog which is part of the series 
Nothing Much to Do. Video 3 does a particularly good job of marrying an awkward persona with a well-
delivered script. It is not overt in its scripting and mimics the awkward in-between moments captured in 
some amateur vlogs. The mimicking of low production values is inherent in a number of mimic vlogs. 
For example, The Lizzie Bennet Diaries incorporates several “behind-the-scenes” moments into some of 
its early episodes, such as a camera being framed. 

 

 
Figure 1. Lizzie attempts to frame the camera in The Lizzie Bennet Diaries.  

All Rights Reserved: Pemberley Digital 
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Figure 2. Beatrice tries to turn the camera off in Nothing Much To Do.  

All Rights Reserved: The Candle Wasters 

This inclusion is intended to add to the verisimilitude of the scenes. Nothing Much To Do executes these 
moments by including long pauses, trail-off sentences, and a stilted walk towards the camera to end the 
recording (reaching to turn the camera off). Leaving these elements in, combined with the fact that the 
video is the first video in the web series and is therefore full of seemingly innocent “this is my first vlog” 
comments, adds to the realism of the piece. All in all, it is a particularly convincing mimic vlog as the 
actress does a good job at playing a new vlogger. Despite the first-time notions captured in the first 
Nothing Much To Do vlog, some participants noticed a discrepancy between what was being framed as an 
online debut, and the actual quality of the video’s editing. After correctly categorising the video as a 
mimic vlog, P7 stated that the video was “Too well put together for a bored video exercise if it’s her first 
time”. This comment shows a familiarity with the genre’s characteristics as well as a level of media literacy 
needed to note that the level of proficiency was at odds with what was being said in the video. 

Throughout the categorisation task, participants regularly used plausibility as a reason why a video 
was either real or fictional. For example, regarding Video 5, P3 stated that the video was a mimic vlog 
because the “Stories seemed completely fake”. Conversely, P3 said that Video 6 (a user-generated vlog) 
was real because it “Seemed genuine, nothing too out there in what she talked about”. Here there is a 
real reliance on the actual narrative of the video as being a factor in determining the believability of the 
video. Participants sometimes suggested that a video “cannot have been real” or “must have been real” 
because of a story factor. For example, P5 said Video 8 “seemed too bad to parody” and P7 said Video 
1 was “Too mundane to be acting. Too drawn out to be unreal.” Participants used their understanding 
of what typically makes a story, or a user-generated vlog, to identify what types of content would actually 
be made by real people or production companies. Participants felt a boring story must be user-generated 
as they thought something fictional would be more interesting. Conversely, they felt that a video that 
appeared too far-fetched must be fictional, because they questioned the point of a “regular” person 
making that up. However, this approach is flawed. A number of participants use this same approach to 
come to the wrong conclusion. In contrast to P7’s response to Video 1, P3 said “No one talks this way, 
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seems like a curious topic” and incorrectly categorised the video as a mimic vlog.  
Moving beyond story-based factors that influenced how participants categorised videos, the 

methods that participants self-reported in the reflective task were numerous – though notably one factor 
in particular was repeatedly mentioned. Half of the participants identified that they used some variation 
of intuition to tell them whether a video was user-generated or a mimic vlog. Additionally, when they 
answered the questions regarding specific factors inside and outside the video, all participants were able 
to list at least a few factors. That said, highlighting intuition over these specific factors may tell us 
something about how viewers consume content.  A few different terms were utilised to describe this 
intuition, including “gut feeling”, “overall ‘feeling’ of the video”, “intuition”, and “28 years of human 
interaction”.  

Following the broader question around methods of categorisation, participants were asked 
specifically what they looked for inside and outside the videos that helped them decide how to categorise 
the videos. Inside the videos referred specifically to things within the frame of the video, ranging from 
factors like the acting and mise-en-scéne to the actors themselves. Outside the video referred to things 
outside the frame, such as the channel name, the number of views the video had, or the recommended 
videos.  

As discussed earlier, scripting came up repeatedly in response to this question. Multiple participants 
pointed to the background and the staging of the video as an indicator of the type of video they were 
looking at. P6 in particular stated “I think if the background looks disorganised I thought it was real”. 
Editing was also pointed to, however participants who highlighted this factor did not provide much detail 
about what exactly it was about the editing that aided their conclusion. Aspects of the acting came up 
frequently, as participants highlighted the communication style of the speakers as well as their 
mannerisms. P7 mentioned that they paid attention to where the speakers were looking in the videos and 
said they noticed “Whether they were darting their eyes around. Grounded people (real people) look at 
you when telling the truth”.  P8 also mentioned some more specific YouTube video conventions such as 
whether the video had an intro, an end card, or a particular greeting as a factor used to classify types of 
content. 

With regard to elements outside the video itself, there were a few recurring factors that came up. 
Two participants noted that they did not notice much outside the video itself, with P1 stating that it 
“Could have been easier to spot if I was in control of the video”. This is the direct result of some of the 
choices made in the methodology. By limiting the control of the mouse, participants could only divert 
their attention to a few places. With that said, some participants still listed other elements outside of the 
video that contributed to how they made their categorisations. These elements included the number of 
likes and views the video had, the titles of the video, and the YouTube recommended videos. 

The use of elements like the title of the videos and the YouTube recommended videos was 
problematic for some participants. The fourth video shown to participants, a mimic vlog called ‘Steady 
State’ from Merry Maidens, featured “Ep. 3” in the title. No participants actively mentioned this in their 
responses to any of the questions, including those who highlighted the titles of the videos as something 
they noticed outside of the videos themselves. All four of the mimic vlogs included the name of the series 
they were from, which again, no participants appear to have noticed. All four of the user-generated vlogs 
had fairly innocuous titles that did not include the name of the vlogger or channel.  

A number of participants noticed the related videos that YouTube recommended, either in the 
suggested videos on the right hand side of the screen or in the recommended videos end screen after the 
video finished. P6 said that “Seeing recommended videos at the end suggested [the videos] were real”. 
With this in mind, other videos from the Nothing Much to Do series frequently came up in the end screen, 
and each of these featured a number in the thumbnail related to the episode number. 
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Figure 3. A screenshot from Nothing Much To Do showing the recommended videos on the right hand 

side. The thumbnails for the recommended videos all include NMTD and the episode number.  
All Rights Reserved: The Candle Wasters 

None of the participants stated that these numbers or the inclusion of “Ep. 3” in the title of the fourth 
video contributed to how they categorised the videos, though multiple participants mentioned the 
recommended videos. This is where the methodology influences some of the results, as participants may 
have noticed more details of these recommendations or video titles if they had more time to absorb these 
details.  

Discussion 

This research builds on existing scholarship, highlighting how audiences read texts in different ways 
depending on context and individual understandings of texts. Semiotic theory, including Stuart Hall’s 
encoding and decoding theory, demonstrates that signs and codes are open to interpretation and that the 
polysemy of different signs means audiences can read the same thing in different ways (Hobbs, 2011; 
Hall, 1980). Additionally, audience studies and reception theory research supports this concept of 
audience interpretation and investigates the factors that influence various readings (Livingstone and Das, 
2013, pp. 105-106). While it is perhaps not overly surprising, it is still striking that individual audience 
members can come to vastly different conclusions based on the same piece of information; either because 
the piece of information was used in a different way, or because that information meant something 
different to each participant. Here, participants are making judgements of truthfulness, authenticity, and 
reading codes to tell them what they are looking at. In a number of these examples, participants utilised 
their previous experience to determine if a factor meant a video was a mimic vlog or a user-generated 
vlog. Participants often came to different conclusions about what type of video they watched as they 
decoded elements as possible markers of authenticity or fictionality. We can see clearly how audiences 
read multiple qualities of the text, not just the narrative or the speaker, but equally how they read 
production qualities, design, and format as well. 

This research worked with participants who self-identified as “frequent YouTube viewers” in 
YouTube’s key demographic area of 18-34 year olds. These are participants who are very digitally literate. 
Yet there are still clear ways that they viewed the texts differently. Within this group, individual levels of 
familiarity with the genre of vlogging still varied, which influenced the success rates of the participants.  
This variability supports the theory of semiotics in audience research and poses questions about how we 
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can best support viewers in questioning and interrogating content that appears trustworthy on platforms 
that feature use-generated content so heavily. 

The amateur qualities that audience members identify as being emblematic of user-generated 
content are easily imitable “false signifiers” of authenticity. Using quality as a determining factor for 
identifying content is challenging, as high quality user-generated content does exist – as does low quality 
fictional content. The logic of judging low quality content as user-generated makes sense given the history 
of its equivalency with amateur content, but this logic is easily manipulated to make mimic vlogs seem 
more realistic. Distinguishing between a well-executed amateur aesthetic and a legitimate amateur piece 
is difficult, and on a platform such as YouTube, – which hosts a combination of many types of content 
– mimicking an amateur aesthetic facilitates producers creating misleading media. 

These “false signifiers” have different connotations in an online space than they might in more 
traditional media formats. A large part of this difference is a result of the platform and the visual 
homogeneity of its content. Platforms that host user-generated content (such as YouTube, TikTok, and 
Instagram) are prime locations for this kind of replica content because it can blend so well. Additionally, 
it is an interesting way to tell new stories and re-imagine old ones. Certainly, not all of it is malicious, and 
many of these videos do sign post that they are fictional content. However, the affordances of some 
platforms mean that when videos play without their full context, it can be difficult to see or notice this 
signposting. For example, watching a video that auto-plays in the YouTube homepage strips the viewer 
of access to the description box unless the viewer clicks through to the video in full. As a result, viewers 
may catch portions of videos and not know exactly what they are looking at. 

While mimic vlogs as a format were in their prime throughout the mid 2010s, as a concept they are 
still worthy of investigation and analysis. “False signifiers” of authenticity are replicable and therefore can 
be – and are – used on other novel and emerging platforms. Similar replica content already exists on 
TikTok. For example, TikTok user @princessgumby shares videos re-enacting scenes from Hamlet 
echoing the YouTube series Nothing Much to Do’s adaptation of Much Ado About Nothing discussed earlier 
(Galbiati, 2022). Equally, individuals acting as original fictional people also exist with one company, 
FourFront Media, quoted as creating and scripting for 22 fictional TikTokers (Haasch, 2021). While this 
research looked specifically at mimic content on YouTube, its findings provide us with a strong 
foundation to continue research into similar content on newer platforms such as TikTok. 

Conclusion 
In an online sense, fictional content on platforms such as YouTube and TikTok positions audience 

members to be more vulnerable to misreading signs. As these findings show, not all fictional content will 
be misinterpreted, and a portion of the audience will know when something is false. That said, identifying 
what kinds of information viewers look for is integral to establishing safer practices on these sites. 
However, if viewers are using the same elements reasons to come to different conclusions, it raises the 
question of what is the best approach to increase literacy and reduce harm? An answer to a question of 
this scope is certainly beyond the remit of this paper, but this research highlights some of the reasons we 
must ask such questions. It is nonetheless important that we investigate how audiences approach these 
videos as replica content exists in many formats. As new platforms emerge, this kind of storytelling will 
continue to catch unsuspecting viewers off guard. 

While mimic vlogs might not have the same kind of obvious impact as something like a malicious 
deep fake, this article illustrates the ease with which even simple media formats can be mimicked, 
resulting in viewers misidentifying the content they are watching. Understanding the ways that viewers 
interact with and identify content is crucial to ensuring we can better educate media users about 
interacting with media online, regardless of the perceived level of risk of that content. The “false 
signifiers” of authenticity that are prevalent in mockumentaries clearly have a similar impact in mimic 
vlogs and are easily manipulated and exploited.  Therefore, by imitating the conventions that develop 
trust and intimacy in a user-generated vlog, fictional mimic vlogs highlight how even experienced 
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YouTube viewers struggle to identify differences between authentic and inauthentic content online. This 
emphasises the ways in which viewers are vulnerable to more malicious types of media as a result of 
unreliable markers of authenticity. Understanding how this vulnerability works in YouTube mimic vlogs 
allows us to consider similar approaches to other types of replica content online – particularly on 
emerging platforms where user-generated content is the norm, and where storytellers can equally make 
and share their content. 
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